An all-in-one smart device that looks great and allows you to take the checkout to your customers.

Function meets Form

Our latest payment terminal has a modern design that lets both you and your customer get a great view of every transaction.

A TURNKEY SOLUTION
Features a mobile and countertop credit card terminal, printer, signature pad, PIN pad, and docking station.

WIRELESS FREEDOM
WiFi capabilities enables you to take the checkout (and tipping) to your customer, inside or outside your business.

ACCEPT ALL PAYMENTS
Processes all payment types – magstripe, chip (EMV) cards, and mobile payments such as Apple Pay (NFC).

POWERFUL SECURITY
With encryption and Safe-T, your customers’ payment data is protected by the latest technology.

STRONG SUPPORT
Includes a dedicated support team to help whenever you need it 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

ROBUST REPORTING
Our HQ dashboard makes it easy to monitor sales, refund transactions, and settle with one click.
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ACCEPTS ALL PAYMENTS TODAY
- Magnetic Stripe Cards
- Chip Cards (EMV)
- Mobile payments like Apple Pay® (NFC)
- Electronic Benefits Transfer
- Dynamic Currency Conversion

AN ALL-IN-ONE SMART TERMINAL
- Single, simplified card slot for Magnetic Stripe and EMV
- Customer display for PIN, signature, tipping, receipts, and more
- Interactive 7” touchscreen
- Access to Apps Marketplace
- Connects to WiFi, 3G or Ethernet
- Built-in printer
- Multi-MID capabilities
- Multiple Peripheral support
- Register App for taking orders, organizing products, and adding modifiers/discounts/taxes

BUILT FOR MOBILITY
- Durable, ergonomic form factor
- Rechargeable battery (up to 8 hrs)
- Charging power dock

INDUSTRY’S HIGHEST SECURITY
- PCI PTS v4.0 certified
- End-to-End Encryption
- Safe-T Security Solutions

REPORTING HEADQUARTERS (HQ)
HQ is a simple yet powerful dashboard where you can monitor your sales, refund transactions, get business insights and alerts and view settlements and transactions in real time. It’s accessible on the internet or from the HQ App on your Smartphone.

INDUSTRY LEADING HARDWARE
- USB Ports
- Quad-core processor
- 16GB storage
- Speaker
- Ambient light sensor

ROBUST PAYMENT PROCESSING
- Access your funds within 24-48 hours
- 24/7 customer service
- Convenient Reporting
- PCI DSS Program and Breach Assistance